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Abstract This paper studies the estimation of peer effects in a two-mode, or affiliation, network. In the adoption of fertilizer in by cocoa farmers in Ghana, individuals affiliate with well defined producer groups in part for reasons, both observed and unobserved, that relate to their propensity to adopt technologies within these groups. Developing an approach suggested by Brock and Durlauf (2001a) and Moffitt (2001), I demonstrate how such endogenous affiliation decisions can be used to identify peer effects in the adoption decision. Contrasting these results with those obtained using panel-data methods, I show that accounting for time-varying, correlated effects yields substantial estimates of peer influence. Results suggest a possible dimension of negative assortative matching, which is consistent with social learning in the presence of heterogeneous expertise.
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Introduction



Recent years have seen a rapidly growing recognition of the importance of peer influences in shaping social and economic outcomes. From job search1 to crime2 to education3 to health,4 social scientists have found evidence that social networks exert a strong influence on the behavior of individuals. Perhaps in no area is this more important than in the adoption of agricultural technologies. The rapid diffusion of high-yielding seeds and fertilizers the Green Revolution contributed substantially to production gains of more than 3.6 percent annually in Asia over the 1960s and 1970s, and these have been credited with a reduction in child malnutrition of more than 6 percent in the developing world (Evenson and Gollin 2003). Evidence suggests that social learning played an important role in the spread of high-yielding varieties of wheat in particular (Munshi 2004).5,6 However, the early Green Revolution’s successes have not been replicated globally, and both rates of technology adoption and, consequently, of productivity lag behind in SubSaharan Africa in particular (World Bank 2008). Understanding variable rates of social diffusion in this context is therefore a central issue for research and policy (Udry 2009). However, estimation of models of social interactions are beset by a number of challenges, whether in agriculture or other contexts. Manski’s (1993) seminal work on social interactions highlights problems of identification that arise even when all of the relevant characteristics of individuals and their peer groups are observed. Manski’s framework distinguishes between three sources of non-independence in outcomes within groups: correlated effects, which arise from similar individual characteristics or shared environments; exogenous (or contextual) effects, which arise when characteristics of group members affect outcomes of their peers; and endogenous effects, which arise when realizations of the outcome of interest affect peer outcomes. Of the three, it is only the presence of endogenous effects that generates policy multipliers from interventions that encourage adoption—making these of central interest in applied settings. Social learning is of course one form of endogenous effect, though not the only one: other forms of strategic complementarity, or even rule-of-thumb imitation, will also take this form. Correlated, unobserved characteristics are easily confused with peer effects. In an agricultural context, correlated effects may arise, giving the 1



Conley and Topa (2002); Munshi (2003). Glaeser, Sacerdote, and Scheinkman (1996). 3 Hoxby (2000). 4 Christakis and Fowler (2007, 2008). 5 Munshi (2004) contrasts the patterns of diffusion of wheat and rice, where rice varieties proved more sensitive to microclimatic conditions, and so less conducive to learning. 6 Social learning—as one mechanism of peer influence—has been the subject of much study. Foster and Rosenzweig (2010) provide an overview; key empirical studies include Foster and Rosenzweig (1995), Bandiera and Rasul (2006), and Conley and Udry (2010). 2
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appearance of social influence, if there are common shocks to groups or if the process of group formation is characterized by assortative matching (e.g., homophily). For example, Arcand and Fafchamps (2006) find evidence of positive assortative matching along ethnic and geographic dimensions for membership in rural producer organizations in Burkina Faso and Senegal. Moreover, Manski (1993) shows that endogenous and exogenous effects cannot be separately identified from contextual effects in a linear-in-means model, and in the absence of instrumental variables. There is reason to believe that individuals’ propensity to adopt a technology may vary directly with the characteristics of their peers—including relational characteristics, such as differences in farm size between the farm size of a individual and the mean farm size of her peer group. This may occur, for example, if these characteristics affect the availability of social safety nets or of trust required for groups to issue credit to individuals. This paper develops an identification strategy to address these challenges, in a context when individuals select into peer groups for reasons which may be associated with their propensity to adopt a new technology. The empirical approach, which was simultaneously suggested by Brock and Durlauf (2001b) and Moffitt (2001), but which has not been applied empirically, exploits an assumption on the selection process in order to generate instruments for peer decisions—and so to estimate the endogenous effect. This approach complements recent work on identification of endogenous effects in models of social networks in which individuals form (possibly directed) links to others one at a time. Bramoull´e and coauthors (2009) show that in such settings, non-overlapping reference groups can provide identifying variation in endogenous effects. But their approach is not applicable when individuals affiliate with groups, rather than linking with individuals, such that (up to a reasonable approximation) the reference groups of peers overlap. I apply this approach to estimating peer effects in endogenous reference groups study the adoption of fertilizer by cocoa farmers in Ghana. The cocoa sector in Ghana embodies the challenges of technological diffusion that impede productivity growth in parts of Sub-Saharan Africa: only in the years since 2003 has output exceeded its previous peak from 1965, in spite of decades of intervening work by the Ghana Cocoa Board (Cocobod). Estimated 2007 cocoa yields of 400 kg/ha on Ghanaian cocoa farms remain well below the 765 kg/ha achieved in neighboring Cote d’Ivoire, let alone the nearly 1200 kg/ha estimated for Indonesia (FAO 2009). Indeed, far higher yields have been achieved on Cocobodexperimental farms. While price incentives surely explain part of this history, as Bates (1981) has argued, low rates of technology use are also part of the collective challenges of development in this sector. Much of the literature on network effects, particularly in a developingcountry setting, has focused on one of two polar extremes in order to define 3



reference groups. On the one hand, a number of papers have assumed rural villages as a whole to comprise the relevant reference group for social influence (Besley and Case 1994, Munshi 2004).7 Alternatively, some authors have defined reference groups by sampled individuals’ self-reported links to a number of peers (Conley and Udry 2001, Bandiera and Rasul 2006, Conley and Udry 2010). By contrast, this paper studies social interactions fostered within sub-village groups: farmers’ mutual affiliations with cocoa sales’ outlets called Licensed Buying Companies (LBCs). Comprising a fluctuating group of about 20 national-level organizations, the LBCs on the ground operate on a franchise model. The formation and membership of a particular village-level LBC franchise is in part locally determined;8 however, loss of licenses at the national level provides a quasi-experimental source of group breakdown in the sample, which will be exploited in the empirical analysis. The LBCs play a regular role in farmers’ activities throughout the agricultural season, from providing basic supplies to providing a setting for drying, bagging, and weighing the harvest. Thus the form of social influence studied here is a form of ‘shop talk’, taking place in an easily identifiable and economically meaningful reference group. Using the selection process to identify peer effects, I find evidence of strong social influence. Estimated peer effects under the resulting instrumental variables estimates are substantially larger than those arising from ‘naive’ OLS and panel-data estimates. This contrast that may be explained by negative assortative matching, which I argue can arise when group formation is motivated by learning, in the presence of congestion costs. The finding of social influence within producer associations suggests that these LBCs may play a useful policy role as conduits for agricultural extension. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an empirical framework and develops the identification strategy. Section 3 describes the data and context. Section 4 presents estimates of the affiliation decision and of endogenous effects, and Section 5 concludes. 7



Munshi (2004, p. 186), for example, argues that “the relevant social unit, for the purpose of social learning, is geographically determined in this case as the set of farmers in the village. The set of neighbors is also stable over time.” 8 Some LBCs are organized as producers’ cooperatives, while others have a more centralized structure, with a single Purchasing Clerk operating as representative for the national LBC in the village. Producers choose to sell to one (or occasionally more) of a handful of LBC franchises in their village on the basis not only of economic considerations—such as the expectation of seasonal credit or of cash to pay for cocoa during the harvest—but also on the basis of social ties.
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Empirical specification, identification, and inference



This section develops an instrumental variables approach to the estimation of peer effects on endogenous social networks. The strategy makes use of the time-varying group formation process to identify endogenous effects even in the presence of time-varying correlated effects. Below, I present an empirical specification in which to consider these issues, before discussing the problem of identification and corresponding identifying assumptions and strategies.



2.1



Empirical framework



I begin by providing an empirical framework within which to consider the adoption of fertilizer, when peer groups are chosen endogenously. Denote by ωigt ∈ {0, 1} a binary indicator of the decision of individual i belonging to group g in period t to employ fertilizer. I specify a linear probability model for the adoption decision as Pr[ωigt = 1] = κ + xigt βx + yg(i),t βy + θω ¯ g(i),t + uigt .



(1)



Of paramount interest is the coefficient on ω ¯ g(i),t , which represents the average adoption decision of group members j 6= i in individual i’s group g(i): this captures the endogenous effect. The vector xigt is a 1 × r vector of individual characteristics. These are included not only to mitigate against the potential for correlated effects to create the spurious appearance of social interaction in the adoption decision, but also because of an interest in the incidence of technology adoption. To this end, the specification of xigt includes gender and age of the household head. Human capital is proxied by an indicator of primary education. Farm size should be interpreted with caution, as its role in technology adoption may reflect, inter alia, physical complementarities, liquidity constraints, and/or collateral value. Household heads who are migrants to the community may be observed to have higher adoption probabilities if they are more risk loving, or lower adoption probabilities if they enjoy less social capital. The vector yg(i),t captures contextual effects: it includes both the characteristics of other group members and relational characteristics. Variables are selected to inform hypotheses of the importance of physical, human, and social capital. The specification for y contains not only the mean value of farm size, primary education, and migrant status for the peer group, but also the absolute value of the difference between these characteristics of individual i and of the group average. Such relational variables provide an indication of whether homophily is related to access to technology, for example, through the social capital required to obtain credit from the group. The estimation strategy in Section 4.2 makes use of the endogeneity of group membership decisions. The resulting network structure is distinct 5



from the one-mode dyadic networks that have received increasing attention in development economics (Krishnan and Sciubba 2005, Fafchamps and Gubert 2007a, Fafchamps and Gubert 2007b, Conley and Udry 2010). In such models all agents can form links to one another, one at a time. Here, individuals in common LBCs are linked to one another solely by virtue of their shared membership in a particular economic group. The two-mode, or affiliation structure of this network (Wasserman and Pattison 1996) requires a slightly different empirical approach than that used in the literature on reference groups for social learning, in accordance with the fact that links between individuals and associations are the natural object of study in this context. The two representations of network structure are closely related (Wasserman and Faust 1994). Consider an affiliation (two-mode) network, represented by matrix A = [Aig ]i∈N ,g∈G , where rows i represent individuals, columns g represent groups, and entries take a value in {0, 1} indicating the presence of a tie. This can be transformed into a symmetric matrix showing the (indirect) ties formed between any two individuals i and j by virtue of their mutual affiliation with a given group by the matrix M = [Mij ]i∈N ,j∈N = AA0 . The choice to estimate affiliations to groups, rather than to individuals, is driven primarily by two considerations. First, if individuals make their decisions to join groups on the basis of aggregate group characteristics (or attributes of particularly important individuals in the group), then a specification that considers all pairwise ties between individuals may obscure these group-level determinants of the affiliation decision.9 Exogenous characteristics of the group—such as prices offered for inputs or other policies of the LBC—are more naturally modeled in this context, since two individuals may even have indirect ties by virtue of mutual affiliations in more than one group. Second, and more pragmatically, estimation of the two-mode structure lends itself more naturally to an instrument for group mean technology adoption rates, as will be described in the following section. In each period t, individuals i make decisions about whether to choose to affiliate to group g, given their own characteristics and those of the group. This decision is denoted by a binary indicator variable Aigt (Wasserman and Faust (1994) term the non-square matrix [Aigt ]i,g , with individuals along the vertical dimension and groups along the horizontal, an affiliation matrix). The characteristics of other members affiliated to a particular association are, of course, an important determinant of the choice to affiliate with a particular LBC. A linear index model for the affiliation decision is assumed, 9



In the present application, characteristics of the set of peers affiliated with a given group are represented by their means or by the absolute difference between individual i’s characteristics and mean group characteristics. It seems likely that the problems inherent in estimating two-mode networks in their one-mode representation will be more severe when the determinants of affiliation are other statistics of group attributes (e.g., medians or maximum values).
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giving: Aigt = 1[ζ0 + xigt ζx + yg(i),t ζy + zigt ζz + ξigt > 0].



(2)



The unobserved component of this decision, ξigt , will be assumed to have a standard normal distribution. The zigt are determinants of the individual affiliation decision which have no direct effect on the adoption decisions of peers; these will play an important role in the identification strategy of Section 4.2. The full set of individual and (relational) group characteristics affecting technology adoption are allowed in principal to affect the choice of group affiliation. Applying the discussion in Gubert and Fafchamps (2007a, 2007b) to this two-mode, affiliation context, it should be noted that identification of ζx is possible only because there exists variation in the degree distribution across individuals, where degree is interpreted as the number of groups, rather than individuals, to which one is affiliated.



2.2



Identification: an instrumental variables approach



This section presents an instrumental-variables strategy for the identification of endogenous effects. This must address three challenges. The first stems from the difficulty of distinguishing contextual from endogenous effects. The second issue stems from the difficulty of distinguishing correlated effects from endogenous effects when the relevant, correlated characteristics of the reference group are not observed. The third problem is of a different nature, relating to the possibility of multiple equilibria and associated problems for identification of the model. I take up this issue of multiple equilibria in Section 2.3. To address these challenges, I develop an approach suggested independently by Brock and Durlauf (2001b) and by Moffitt (2001). These authors argue that explicit recognition of the non-random process of group formation can be used to identify social interactions. The basic idea is this: The process of endogenous selection into groups can bias estimates of the technology adoption equation, as in the standard argument of Heckman (1979). Bias arises because the expected value of the error term in the adoption decision (equation 1) is no longer zero, conditional on any individual or group traits that enter the affiliation (selection) equation. Heckman’s approach to correcting for such selection bias is to condition the estimate of the adoption decision on the expected value of the error term, where this expected value—the inverse Mills ratio—is derived from the selection equation as a function of observables. The key observation of Brock and Durlauf (2001b) and Moffit (2001) is that if the inverse Mills ratios of i’s peers are excludable from i’s adoption decision in equation (1), conditional on individual i’s inverse Mills ratio, then these can be used as instruments for peer adoption rates.
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The empirical model of the affiliation decision (equation 2) specified the choice of individual i to affiliate with group g at time t as a function of the individual’s characteristics xigt as well as the mean and relative characteristics of group members, captured by the vector yigt . All characteristics with direct or contextual effects are allowed as determinants of group membership. It will also be useful to allow further relational determinants of group membership that are excluded from the adoption decision. These are captured in the vector zigt . This selection process can bias estimation of the adoption decision if the unobserved errors in the group affiliation decision, ξigt , and the adoption decision, uigt , are correlated. Such a correlation will arise in this case if there are unobserved determinants of affiliation decisions that also have implications for adoption. These could include unobserved social relationships that serve as collateral or improve information flows, for example. Following Heckman (1979) and Brock and Durlauf (2001b), note that if the adoption and affiliation error terms are mean zero, jointly normally distributed with variance-covariance matrix   2 σu τ σu , (3) Σ= τ σu 1 then selection bias arises from the fact that the expected value of the error term in the adoption decision conditional on individual i being observed in group g is not zero:  E [uigt |Aigt = 1] = τ σu λigt = τ σu λ ζ0 + xigt ζx + yg(i),t ζy + zigt ζz . (4) In equation (4), λ(·) is the inverse Mills ratio, λ(·) = φ(·)/Φ(·). Following this argument, when the error terms are correlated across these two outcomes, a Heckman correction for the correlation between characteristics xigt , yg(i),t and the expected value of the adoption error term is required to produce unbiased estimates of the adoption probability parameters. Three conditions are required for the λj,g(i),t of individual i’s peers to be used as instruments for their adoption frequency. First, endogenous selection will have to matter: the correlation, τ between error terms in the affiliation and adoption decisions cannot be zero. This is a necessary condition for λj,g(i),t to have power as an instrument. As will be shown in the following section, the fact that these terms do have a statistically significant partial correlation with peer adoption decisions, combined with the statistical significance of the ‘control function’ residuals in individual i’s adoption decision, suggests that this condition is satisfied. Second, this instrument must satisfy the standard exclusion restriction for identification of causal effects through instrumental variables. Here, this requires that the expected value of λj,g(i),t of i’s peers—that is, the expected value of their adoption error terms, uj , conditional on xjgt , y(g(j)), and 8



zjgt —must be uninformative about the error term in i’s adoption decision, uigt , conditional on xigt , yg(i),t , and λigt . In particular, I assume that ¯ jgt ; Aigt = 1] = E[uigt |xigt , yg(i) , λigt ; Aigt = 1] E[uigt |xigt , yg(i) , λigt , λ



(5)



¯ jgt is the mean inverse Mills ratio of i’s peers in group g. To be a where λ valid instrument in this sense, there must be no partial correlation between the λjgt and the uigt . This has implications for the way that individuals choose their groups in the underlying model. In particular, individuals cannot choose their groups on the basis of observed adoption decisions in those groups. This must be assumed so long as we seek to allow for common, group-level shocks to adoption outcomes. In this case, if individuals were to choose groups on the basis of observed outcomes, then ωigt would belong in the affiliation decision of individual j with regard to group g, and this would introduce a correlation between λjgt and uigt . Put differently, if αigt and ξigt are correlated, then λigt will in general be informative about ujgt even after conditioning on λjgt : the condition expressed in equation (5) will not hold.10 Rather, it may be useful to think of the λ terms as conveying information about unobserved connections between individuals and groups. Intuitively, if an individual is observed in a group for which they would appear to be a ‘bad fit’ on the basis of observed characteristics, then it is relatively more likely that they have a social connection of some sort to the group—and this same social connection may increase the likelihood of adoption once they join. Third, these selection correction terms must vary within groups. Clearly, if the λigt and λjgt are perfectly collinear, the latter will not be helpful as an instrument in the selection-corrected adoption regression. To ensure that such within-group variation in the λigt exists, and that this is not based solely on functional form assumptions about the x and y variables, it is helpful to have idiosyncratic, variables zigt that enter the affiliation decision and that are excluded from the adoption decision. Minimally what is required is that zjgt not have contextual effects on the adoption decision of individual i. ¯ g(i)−i,t is essentially a nonlinear function of zjgt , for all The instrument λ j 6= i : g(j, t) = g(i, t). Under the conditions above, a three-step estimation procedure can be employed as follows to estimate the parameters of the adoption equation (1). First, the empirical model of the affiliation decision in equation (2)is estimated. This is used to derive Heckman selection terms λigt for all individuals in the sample. Second, an instrumental variables regression is run by regressing individual i’s peer group mean adoption rate on i’s observed 10



Brock and Durlauf (2001b) discuss identification in the case where group affiliations are chosen according to expected adoption decisions. Identification of endogenous effect parameters remains possible on the basis of functional form in this case.
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(own and group) characteristics, (xigt , yg(i),t ), and the mean Heckman se¯ g(i),t . The residuals lection correction term among individual i’s peers, λ from this estimated equation are extracted for subsequent use. Third, the adoption probability given by equation (1) is estimated with two additional terms: the Heckman correction for the expected value of individual i’s unobserved adoption error, and the residuals from the instrumenting equation. The latter represents a control function approach to instrumental variables estimation, as in Rivers and Vuong (1988).



2.3



Identification with multiple equilibria in the Nash stage game



Should sufficiently strong social multipliers be found, these might give rise to multiple equilibria. This is of itself an issue for identification. It represents a special case of the issue of incoherency, discussed for example by Jovanovic (1989), which arises because the observed and unobserved parts of the econometric response model do not predict a unique outcome. Tamer (2003) labels such cases instances of incompleteness. To address this issue, I develop an evolutionary model to show that strong social multipliers can be consistent with a unique, stochastically stable equilibrium. As shown in A, this allows a unique mapping from parameters of the learning process to an equilibrium distribution of outcomes, even when the adoption stage game of the learning model (for a given network configuration) admits multiple Nash equilibria. The approach to addressing multiple equilibria in the Nash stage game is therefore similar to that of Nakajima (2007). Nakajima studies peer effects in smoking behavior under the assumption that observations are distributed according to the ergodic distribution of an evolutionary model.11 This approach demonstrates that an asynchronous-moves evolutionary model generates a unique stable distribution. Under the assumption that observations in our data are drawn from this unique and well-defined distribution, the parameters are identified. Nakajima’s analysis, however, is not able to distinguish between endogenous and contextual effects, or indeed for the presence of unobserved correlated effects. This is one advantage of the estimation method described above. By contrast with Nakajima, the estimation approach here is essentially reducedform, and so does not depend on the particular assumptions of the theory in A. The resulting estimated parameters are average, reduced-form endogenous effects, which are shown to be related to the structural parameters of a learning model under those assumptions, but which require only the 11



Nakajima estimates the parameters of this model using both logistic and Monte Carlo maximum likelihood methods. The MCML results are expressed as an alternative to the standard logistic approach of Brock and Durlauf (2001a).
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existence of a unique equilibrium—for which we can be agnostic about the underlying model—for identification.



3



Data



The data used in this paper are taken from the Ghana Cocoa Farmers Survey, a panel survey conducted by the Centre for the Study of African Economies, in consultation with the Ghana Cocoa Board. The first wave of the panel was drawn so as to be representative at the farmer level of cocoa farmers across the Ashanti, Brong Ahafo, and Western regions of Ghana. Waves 2 and 3 are used in addition in this paper, and the analysis focuses on the resulting panel of 379 households.12 Descriptive statistics at the household level, presented in Table 1, reveal expansion of the sector over the three waves of the survey. Mean cocoa output increases by 50 percent over the course of the period studied. This reflects both investments at the extensive margin—owned land and land devoted to cocoa both increase across waves—and the intensive margin. A remarkable fraction of farmers begin using fertilizer over the period studied. The fraction of farmers using any fertilizer on their farm rises from 11% in 2001/02 to more than 40% in subsequent rounds. There is a slight regression in fertilizer use from 2003 to 2005, measured either in terms of numbers of farmers or in terms of mean fertilizer usage across the sample. This may be driven by a restriction in the supply of inputs, as LBCs recoiled from their experiences with low repayment rates. Descriptive evidence supports the view that fertilizer is a good investment in the cultivation of Ghanaian cocoa.13 A farmer-fixed-effects regression of yields (kg./ha.) on an indicator of fertilizer use alone(results available upon request) gives a coefficient of 67.7 (standard error 18.5). Similar yield effects are confirmed by agronomic evidence (see, e.g., Edwin and Masters 2005). If given a causal interpretation, this would suggest that adopting fertilizer increases yields on average by approximately one bag, valued at GHC 562,500 in 2003/04 and in 2005/06. Using input price data available only for the second two rounds of the survey, average expenditure per hectare on fertilizer by those farmers who use fertilizer in the sample is approximately GHC 362,666. This is suggestive of a strong economic return to fertilizer adoption, and is consistent with evidence from other crops in Sub-Saharan Africa (Duflo, Kremer, and Robinson 2008). In spite of these apparent returns, fertilizer use is only partially persistent over time, as shown in the transition matrices of Table 2. Only 58% of 12 Note that attrition is exaggerated across rounds due to the loss of one village, accounting for 19 household members, for technological reasons. 13 This view is also supported by the quasi-experimental estimates of the impact of the ‘hi-tech’ package of inputs, which includes fertilizer, as presented in Zeitlin (2012).
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Table 1: Characteristics of panel households cocoa, kg.



2001/02 1220



2003/04 1646



2005/06 1821



( 1376)



( 1952)



( 1991)



6.6



6.9



7.1



( 1)



( 1)



( .99)



ln(cocoa, kg.) cultivated cocoa land, ha.



6.2



7.3



8



( 5.9)



( 6.6)



( 7.7)



owned land, ha.



7.3



8.1



8.4



( 8.8)



( 8.5)



( 8.1)



hh labor days



95



262



133



( 120)



( 429)



( 269)



hired labor days



217



369



232



( 505)



( 607)



( 724)



fertilizer use



.11



.46



.41



( .31)



( .5)



( .49)



fertilizer (50 kg. bags) price fertilizer (cedis/bag)



.44



4.6



3.5



( 2.6)



( 9.9)



( 7.7)



N/A



insecticide use



223,174



247,989



( 37,504)



( 48,446)



.87



.93



.74



( .34)



( .25)



( .44)



used spray machine



.84



.98



.96



( .36)



( .12)



( .2)



primary educ hhh



.74



.67



.67



( .44)



( .47)



( .47)



ethnic Akan



.75



.72



.67



( .44)



( .45)



( .47)



age hhh



51



53



55



( 15)



( 15)



( 15)



primary educ hhh



.74



.67



.67



( .44)



( .47)



( .47)



# LBCs affiliated



1.5



1.2



1.2



( .71) ( 379)



( .43) ( 379)



( .64) ( 379)



Number of villages 24 24 Number of households 379 379 Note: Standard deviations in parentheses.
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24 379



farmers using fertilizer in 2001/02 continue to do so in 2003/04. Similarly, 54% of farmers using fertilizer in 2003/04 do so in 2005/06. While the decision to continue usage may be constrained by supply-side factors, this finding presents something of a challenge for target-input models of learning about new technologies(Jovanovic and Nyarko 1996), which typically imply that adoption is an absorbing state. Table 2: Transitions in individual fertilizer use across rounds (a) Waves 1–2 transition



(b) Waves 2–3 transition



2003/04 2001/02



Y N



Y 24 (0.47) 149 (0.44)



N 17 (0.29) 189 (0.29)



2003/04



Y N



2005/06 Y N 93 (0.42) 77 (.34) 59 (0.35) 144 (.28)



Notes: Matrices give numbers of individuals transiting from adoption state (Y, N ) on left to adoption state (Y, N ) in subsequent year. Parentheses contain the fraction of peers using fertilizer in the second year.



Table 2 also provides some initial evidence of the importance of social influence in determining adoption decisions. In parentheses, the table shows the fraction of peers—those other individuals in the sample who are affiliated with the same purchasing companies—who use fertilizer for each group. Individuals using fertilizer, whether they did so in the preceding period or not, are typically surrounded by other individuals doing the same. Of course there are many reasons that such a relationship may not be causal, from common characteristics of individuals to unobserved characteristics of the groups themselves. The remainder of the paper will seek to isolate the causal effect of peer adoption. Table 3: Transition matrices for dyadic relationships between sample producers across waves (a) Waves 1–2 transition P[ij, t]=1 P[ij, t]=0



P[ij, t + 1]=1 0.44 0.09



(b) Waves 2–3 transition



P[ij, t + 1]=0 0.24 0.23



P[ij, t]=1 P[ij, t]=0



P[ij, t + 1]=1 0.21 0.11



P[ij, t + 1]=0 0.32 0.36



Notes: Matrices give fraction of edges (pairs of farmers, ij) within the same village, according to transitions in the presence of a shared LBC affiliation.



The adoption rate in an individual farmer’s peer group can change either because the same people change their decisions about adoption or because the individual changes affiliation. While Table 1 shows that the total number of LBCs to which individuals are affiliated on average declines only slightly over the study period, from 1.5 to 1.2, this aggregate stability masks considerable churning beneath the surface in LBC affiliations. Table 3 draws on a dyadic representation of the data to make this point. For each pairwise relationship between individuals within a given village, this representation 13



defines an indicator variable equal to unity if both individuals belong to a common LBC. Table 3 then shows transition probabilities for this measure of common group membership. These relationships are remarkably unstable: only 61% (= 0.44/(0.44 + 0.24)) of individuals who were members in a common LBC in 2001/02 continued to share a membership in 2003/04. Moreover, this turnover rate has increased over time. For example, only 40% of active 2003/04 links persisted into 2005/06, whereas more than 60% of active links in 2001/02 had persisted into 2003/04. Table 4: 2005/06



Licensed Buying Company presence in GCFS villages, 2001/02–



Adumapa Buyers Ltd. Agrotrade Ltd. Ahoafo Buying Co. Ltd. Akuafo Adamfo Marketing Company Ltd. Cashew and Spices Products Ltd. (CASHPRO) Cocoa Merchants (Gh) Ltd. Federated Commodities Ltd. Geomco Services Ltd. Kiku Produce Marketing Ltd. Kuapa Kokoo Ltd.L Premus Trading Company Ltd. Producing Buying Company Royal Commodity Transroyal (Ghana) Ltd. Universal Crop Protection (Gh) Ltd. Other OLAM Sompa Waeco Ltd. Jorge Company Ltd. Amajaro



2001/02 13 2 0 2 12 6 9 1 2 17 2 24 4 4 3 1 8 0 0 0 8



2003/04 13 0 0 6 1 6 7 0 0 17 0 23 0 3 0 0 14 1 1 1 12



2005/06 14 0 1 9 1 5 6 0 0 16 0 23 0 2 0 0 15 0 1 0 8



Notes: Table gives count of sample villages in which LBC made purchases from sample producers.



Part of the instability of common affiliations across sample members is driven by the withdrawal of LBCs from sample villages. This volatility of LBC presence in sample villages is documented in Table 4. It should be noted that an LBC is considered here to be absent from a sample village if no member of the sample sells cocoa to that village in the specified year. This need not imply that no individual in the population of the village sells cocoa to such an LBC. However, Cocobod’s report on LBCs, available for years prior to and including 2003/04, reveals that several of these purchasing companies lost their licenses between the 2001/02 and 2003/04 seasons. It is this national level business outcome that will be used to provide a natural
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experiment in group membership. Under the assumption that outcomes at that level are not influenced by circumstances in any particular sample village, changes in national-level presence of LBCs across villages may be used as an instrument for LBC affiliation. The role of this instrument in the identification of social effects will be discussed in detail in the following section. An illustration of the processes of co-evolving LBC affiliation and adoption decisions in a single village is provided by Figure 1.14 This figure shows the sample of producers in one of the GCFS villages along with the Licensed Buying Companies present there. Lines represent affiliations between producers (circular nodes) and LBCs (square nodes). Shaded, circular nodes represent farmers who use fertilizer in the specified season. The figure captures several stylized facts that underlie the econometric analysis of the next section. Affiliations change dramatically over time. Fertilizer adoption spreads from 4 farmers in 2001/02 to 14 in 2003/04 and 13 in 2005/06. Adoption, clearly, is not an absorbing state: 8 farmers previously using fertilizer are observed to discontinue its use across rounds of the survey. And most intriguingly, adoption—at least in the first year—appears to be correlated within groups. The extent to which this represents the effect of social influence or a combination of correlated observed and unobserved characteristics of the nodes is the empirical challenge addressed by the next section.



4



Results



At a given point in time, rates of technology adoption are correlated within groups. This simple feature of the data is illustrated in Figure 2, which plots individuals’ frequency of adoption against the mean adoption decisions of their peers. Panel data estimates of these endogenous effects, presented in Web Appendix B, suggest a modest endogenous effect: these suggest that a typical individual, moved from a group in which no peers adopted fertilizer to an otherwise similar group in which all peers adopted, would be 27 percent more likely to adopt fertilizer themselves. To isolate the causal effect underlying this relationship, this section proceeds in two steps. First, estimates of individuals’ decision to affiliate to a particular LBC are presented. As discussed in Section 2, this provides a basis for identification of peer effects; the matching process in the formation of producer groups is also of direct interest. Second, instrumental variables estimates of the social multiplier are presented. 14 Figure created using SoNIA - Social Network http://www.stanford.edu/group/sonia for details.
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Figure 1: Evolution of LBC affiliations and adoption decisions in a sample GCFS village



(a) 2001/02 season



(b) 2003/04 season



(c) 2005/06 season



Notes: Square nodes represent LBCs; circular nodes represent farmers. Shaded farmers employ fertilizer in that crop year.



4.1



The affiliation decision: group formation



The decision of individuals to affiliate to different purchasing groups is of independent interest, apart from its value in the identification of social interactions in technology adoption. As discussed by Arcand and Fafchamps (2006), there is growing interest in the use of endogenously formed community-based organizations—of which such producer groups may be seen as one variant— as a channel for development policy. Indeed, an institutional question underlying this paper is the issue of whether the proliferation of market-based purchasing organizations has had positive impacts, relative to a state-based monopsony, which did not allow scope for such fragmentation of producer groups. Social learning in technology adoption is one narrowly defined outcome of this fragmentation, though the effect of group size and composition on adoption rates is an empirical question. 16



Figure 2: Peer decisions and probabilities of fertilizer adoption



Both within and beyond development economics, a large and growing literature has studied motives for group formation. The roots of this literature go back at least as far as to Schelling’s (1971) study of residential segregation. But while Schelling assumed a preference for homophily, and showed how even when mild such preferences could lead to extreme segregation, recent empirical work has sought to give foundations to the preference for homophily itself. The model of Appendix A highlights the implications of Bayesian learning in providing incentives for group formation. A number of papers have focused on the role of trust and opportunism in shaping network formation. Fafchamps (1997, 2000) has shown that the extension of trade credit is greater along ethnic lines. Fafchamps and Lund (2003) provide evidence that insurance networks are formed between family and friends. Trust and repeated interaction may explain why mutual insurance can be sustained by such socially proximate individuals but not at the village level, when enforcement costs lead to limited commitment (Coate and Ravallion 1993, Ligon, Thomas, and Worrall 2002). Beyond enforcing contracts, formation of social ties may also provide a means to improving information about various dimensions of the state of the world. Thus Barr (2000) finds ethnicity to be a significant predictor of contacts among entrepreneurs in Ghana. Conley and Topa (2002) provide evidence from Chicago employment patterns to suggest that information about prospective job opportunities flows along exogenous networks defined by race and ethnicity. Interestingly, while Conley and Topa’s results seem
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to suggest incentives for homophily, Barr finds suggestive evidence that entrepreneurs benefit most from contacts different—in ethnicity, occupation, etc.—from themselves. Closer in theory and application to the current analysis, Udry and Conley (2004) emphasize access to land, labor, and financial flows, in addition to the information-sharing considered here as motives for the formation of social ties. Providing empirically testable propositions to distinguish between alternative motivations for co-affiliation in producer groups lies beyond the scope of this paper. The empirical specification employed sheds some light on these issues, however. As in the previous section, the focus is on a set of individual characteristics, x, which include farm size, education, and migration status. These capture aspects of the physical, human, and social capital of the individual. The empirical specification sheds light on three questions: whether individual with large endowments of these characteristics tend to be connected to a greater number of producer groups; whether producer groups in which individuals have large endowments of these characteristics are more attractive to prospective members; and whether individuals are more likely to join groups in which other members have similar endowments to themselves. In accordance with equation (2), I model the decision to form an affiliation link to a group rather than to each of the individuals in the group separately. Given the two-mode structure of the network, this decision is modeled as a function of individual characteristics, observed (mean) characteristics of other group members, and the relationship (measured as absolute distance) between the two. In a manner analogous to the argument of Fafchamps and Gubert (2007a, 2007b) in a one-mode context, the effect of individual-specific characteristics (in contrast to relational characteristics between i and other members of group g) on the probability of individuals joining a particular group can only be identified if the degree of individuals (defined now as the number of groups, not individuals, with which they have ties) varies in the dataset. This condition is satisfied here. Results of this affiliation probit are presented in column (1) of Table 5 (probit marginal effects are reported). These results point to the importance of the physical, economic, and social capital terms included. Of the characteristics of individual i, only cocoa farm size is significant as a determinant the probability of individual i’s links. On the other hand, several characteristics of other group members are strongly correlated with the decision to join a group. Increases in average farm size of group members j (excluding individual i if she is a member of the group) correspond to a greater probability that individual i is linked to a given group. Similarly, individuals i are more likely to join groups in which a greater fraction of members have primary education. The fraction of migrants affiliated with group g—a possible proxy for their social capital, though it may also capture risk preferences or other unobserved characteristics—does not appear to 18



have a significant effect on the likelihood of individual i joining the group. Turning to measures of the relationship between characteristics of the prospective group member and other existing group members, there is strong evidence of positive assortative matching along three dimensions. Cultivators of large farms are significantly more likely to join groups with other cultivators of large farms. The educated are significantly more likely to join groups with the educated. Migrants are observed in groups with one another. This positive assortative matching may be driven by learning motivations, but may be driven by myriad other considerations, including the enforceability of informal insurance contracts among members. One suggestive exception to this pattern of positive assortative matching is observed. In particular, the fraction of members of group g who share individual i’s ethnicity appears as a negative correlate of the probability of i’s membership in that group. This is interesting as it conforms to Barr’s (2000) suggestion—in a manufacturing context in Ghana—that contacts from different ethnic groups are particularly valuable as sources of information; it may also reflect Granovetter’s notion of the “strength of weak ties” in spreading ideas (Granovetter 1973). Socially distant individuals may have access to different information sets that make them particularly valuable contacts for purposes of technology adoption. Indeed, to foreshadow the results on technology adoption, it will be confirmed below that individual i’s adoption probability increases significantly when the number of individuals of other ethnic groups with whom individual i shares a common affiliation is increased. However, this result should not be overstated. There are several dimensions across which positive rather than negative assortative matching is observed, and ethnicity is by no means the only dimension that might proxy for variation in expertise, which plays a role in the model of Section A. Moreover, even if the presence of negative assortative matching helps to distinguish social learning from other forms of social influence in technology adoption, there are other motivations for group formation that can generate similar implications. For example, individuals whose incomes are less correlated with one another should make the most attractive matches for risk-sharing arrangements (see, e.g., Rosenzweig and Stark 1989). Finally, for purposes of using endogenous affiliation as a source of identification in the social interactions model, it is useful to include instruments zigt that affect the probability of link {ig} in period t, but which can be assumed not to have contextual effects on the contemporaneous adoption probability of group members j. To this end, a natural experiment of sorts in group membership is exploited. Recall that Licensed Buying Companies with purchasing outlets operating in a given village are branches of companies operating in villages across the country. These companies, as indicated in Table 4, operate with narrow margins and in a volatile environment. As a consequence, the scale 19



of their operations changes dramatically from year to year: six of the sixteen companies that made purchases from sample households in the first wave of the data went out of business or lost their domestic purchasing licenses between the 2001/02 and 2003/04 seasons (Ghana Cocoa Board 2003, Ghana Cocoa Board 2004). Fluctuations in the business fortunes of these national-level companies can reasonably be assumed to be exogenous to outcomes in the sampled villages. This suggests a determinant of affiliation decisions, namely, the number of villages in the sample (not including the village in which individual i resides) in which the LBC represented by group g appears. The specification employed here controls for the number of villages in the sample in which the LBC appears in the first round of data (denoted Villages LBCg,2001 ); this will be allowed to enter the adoption decision, though it has no observed effect. The excluded variable from the adoption decision is then specified as the cumulative change in the number of villages where the LBC appears since 2001 (denoted ∆t,2001 Villages LBCg,t ). In order to find a source of variation in affiliation probabilities that varies within observed groups as required for identification, this variable is interacted with the relational characteristics of individual i that affect affiliation decisions. This interaction is also important to the plausibility of the exclusion restriction required for the validity of the IV approach. It need not be true that changes in the national fortunes of the LBC have no effect on average adoption rates within the group. This is unlikely to be the case. This variable will enter the adoption probability of individual i, albeit in a restricted way through the inverse Mills ratio. What is required instead is that, conditional on the interaction between business fortunes and individual i’s characteristics, the interaction between business fortunes and the characteristics of other individuals, j, has no direct effect on i’s adoption probability. These interactions are merely required not to have contextual effects. As expected, the change in the number of other villages in which LBCg appears is positive in sign and statistically significant in the affiliation decision. Moreover, this effect is dampened for each individual i by the fraction of group members who share their ethnicity: the greater the ethnic similarity between individual i and other members of group g, the less the chance that an economic downturn for LBCg will cause individual i to abandon this group in favor of another. This creates within-group and cross-year variation in the expected error terms, given by Mills ratio λigt . Since estimation of the adoption probability of individual i will condition on λigt , the crucial exclusion restriction is that λjgt , for group members j 6= i, not have direct effects on i’s adoption probability, outside of its effect on the adoption outcome by individual j.
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4.2



Instrumental variables estimates of social influence



The model of social interaction in technology adoption is estimated in this section by using the endogenous affiliation decision to construct Mills ratios for each individual. These give the expected value of the error term ξigt from the affiliation equation (2). If there is selection bias in the manner of Heckman (1981) then these Mills ratios will be correlated with adoption probabilities for each individual. The Mills ratio λjgt , for j 6= i in the same group g as individual i, can be used as an instrument for individual j’s adoption probability. In practice, the mean of these Mills ratios across individual i’s peer group will be used to estimate the mean adoption rate in this group, and the adoption probability will be estimated using a controlfunction approach (Rivers and Vuong 1988). A block bootstrap is applied at village level to the entire procedure in order to estimate standard errors.15 Columns (2) and (3) of Table 5 present the steps of this procedure. Column (2) regresses the peer group mean adoption rate, ω ¯ g(i),t on group ¯ mean characteristics, including the mean peer Mills ratio, λg(i),t , which will be assumed excludable from individual i’s adoption probability, conditional on observed characteristics xigt , yg(i),t and individual i’s own Mills ratio. As shown in column (2), the peer group mean Mills ratio provides statistically significant variation in ω ¯ g(i),t . Column (3) then includes not only the Heckman selection correction, λigt but also the residuals from the first-stage instrumenting regression of column (2) in estimating the probability of adoption by individual i. Since the instrument provides a source of identification that does not rely on nonlinearities in functional form (Moffitt 2001), a linear probability model is estimated in both cases. This has the advantage of internal consistency: the instrumenting estimates of the mean adoption rate of peers (column 2) are the population analog of the individual adoption probability (column 3). Village dummies are included in all columns of Table 5. This incurs no incidental parameters problem in a linear probability model, though the number of edges in the affiliation regression suggests that large-N asymptotics should ameliorate this problem in any case. The linear probability model also has the advantage of ease of interpretation of the marginal effects, which are of foremost interest. Using these instrumental variables estimates, the estimated marginal ef15



Fafchamps and Gubert (2007a, 2007b) describe the problem of non-independence that occurs in estimating models of network formation at the dyadic level; similar issues arise in the estimation of two-mode network formation and of peer effects. While Fafchamps and Gubert propose an efficient estimator of standard errors that allows for arbitrary non-independence between edges that share a common node, if non-independence occurs at greater distances then robust inference can be accomplished when multiple networks are observed by clustering error terms at the level of each (disjoint) graph. I take such a conservative approach, by re-sampling at the village level and re-estimating the three-stage procedure for each bootstrap iteration.
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fect of an increase in the fraction of peers using fertilizer is equal to 2.11, implying that an exogenous 10% increase in the fraction of peers using fertilizer is associated with a 21% increase in the probability that individual i uses fertilizer herself. This point estimate is large in economic terms. In the context of the evolutionary model presented in Appendix A, it suggests that adoption is likely to be stochastically stable (provided supply and other conditions are met), and that the opportunity cost of trembles that lead individuals away from an adoption equilibrium will be large (and the corresponding probability small). Residuals from column (2) are statistically significant in individual i’s adoption probability, confirming that endogeneity is a problem in estimating the endogenous effect. But comparison with ‘naive’ OLS and panel estimates raises a puzzle: Why might the endogeneity of the peer adoption rate create a downward bias in the estimate of θ? This is perhaps surprising in that the most obvious sources of bias—common determinants of adoption decisions among group members that are unobserved by the econometrician—would tend to bias this estimate upward. Moreover, the approach of the previous section, which allowed for sequentially more serious forms of time-invariant individual and group effects, suggests that these create, if anything, an upward bias in the estimate of θ. An explanation in terms of measurement error must be carefully constructed in order to explain a downward bias in this case. If the sample of group members is incomplete, then any adoption decisions by unobserved group members—a source of error in the constructed group mean adoption rate—should under the hypothesis of social influence be positively correlated with decisions by all group members. The resulting bias is upward, rather than downward. On the other hand, it may be that mean group adoption rates, even if the entire group were sampled, are an imperfect measure of the individual’s information set. This could arise if other time-varying characteristics, such as the amount of land each farmer cultivates by fertilizer, are well correlated with the error term in affiliation decisions, ξigt . More interestingly, the observed bias in the ‘naive’ estimates is consistent with an implication of the Bayesian target-input model with heterogeneity in prior knowledge, for which there is further evidence in the affiliation regression results discussed above. In the Bayesian model the marginal benefit to observing adoption by others is greatest for those individuals with the least informative priors about how to use an input—there are diminishing marginal returns to information. When group size imposes a congestion cost (as modeled in Appendix A) this would seem to suggest that the relatively uninformed—who, other things equal, are less likely to adopt in any given period—are most likely to be observed affiliated with ‘experts’, who have high priors and are likely to adopt, other things equal. Thus one possible explanation for the downward bias in fixed effects estimates is offered by a process of negative assortative matching. 22



If negative assortative matching occurs along dimensions, such as expertise, that are correlated with adoption probabilities and which vary over time, this could cause estimates that are not robust to the presence of such unobservables to understate the true extent of social influence. Looking at observable characteristics, an increase by 10% of the fraction of individuals in a given group who share the ethnicity of individual i is associated with a 20% decrease in the probability that i joins that group. Moreover, the probability that individual i adopts the fertilizer technology is decreasing in the fraction of group members who share her ethnicity (again, Granovetter’s (1973) emphasis on weak ties is interesting here). However, while the ethnic dimension provides some support for the hypothesis of negative assortative matching, along other observed dimensions (farm size, education levels, and migrant status) the evidence consistently points to a positive assortative matching process. Finally, other correlates of adoption probabilities suggest some potentially interesting directions. Large farmers have higher adoption probabilities. This is consistent with a variety of hypotheses: liquidity constraints may bind for smaller farmers; small farmers may substitute labor for nonlabor inputs; etc. Neither sex nor education of the farmer has a significant effect on adoption probabilities (cf. Foster and Rosenzweig 1995, 1996). Migrants are significantly less likely to adopt fertilizer, a finding which may relate to the greater frequency with which migrants cultivate plots as sharecroppers. Taken together, these results provide evidence of the importance of social interaction in determining farmers’ decisions to adopt fertilizer. Failure to account for unobservable and potentially time-varying correlated effects in this decision can significantly bias estimates of social influence. This problem is addressed here by exploiting the endogeneity of membership decisions to provide an instrument for peer adoption rates. The results are consistent with the view that—in contrast to the facile assumption that positively correlated observables will tend to bias estimates of social influence upward—a process of negative assortative matching can creates a downward bias in “naive” estimation techniques. Negative assortative matching according to the strength of prior beliefs is consistent with a simplified, evolutionary model of Bayesian learning about technology use.



5



Conclusion



This paper has developed an instrumental variables approach, inspired by Brock and Durlauf (2001b) and Moffitt (2001), to the estimation of peer effects on endogenous social networks. This is applied this to test for endogenous social effects in technology adoption within cocoa producer organizations in rural Ghana. The results suggest a large role for social influence,
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iv (ii)



linprob (iii) % adopters in g(i, t) . . . . 2.27∗∗∗ [ 0.70, 12.86] first-stage residuals . . . . -2.52∗∗∗ [ -13.07, -1.01] λi . . . . -0.13 [ -1.00, 0.91] ¯ g(i) λ . . 0.25∗∗∗ [ 0.05, 0.49] . . ln cult. land, ha. 0.00 [ -0.00, 0.01] . . 0.07∗∗∗ [ 0.02, 0.12] hhh male -0.00 [ -0.02, 0.01] . . 0.04 [ -0.02, 0.14] age hhh 0.00 [ -0.00, 0.00] . . -0.00 [ -0.00, 0.00] primary educ hhh 0.00 [ -0.01, 0.01] . . 0.04 [ -0.06, 0.15] HHH migrant 0.00 [ -0.00, 0.01] . . -0.13∗∗∗ [ -0.22, -0.03] ln Ng(i),t 0.03∗∗∗ [ 0.01, 0.04] 0.03 [ -0.04, 0.09] -0.02 [ -0.54, 0.24] LBCg ln median price fertilizer 0.02 [ -0.05, 0.07] -0.20∗ [ -0.53, 0.01] 0.24 [ -0.14, 2.76] Villages LBCg,2001 0.01∗∗∗ [ 0.01, 0.02] 0.02∗∗∗ [ 0.00, 0.03] -0.00 [ -0.07, 0.06] ln cult. land, ha.: ¯j 0.04∗∗∗ [ 0.03, 0.05] 0.08 [ -0.03, 0.16] -0.18 [ -0.91, 0.34] ¯ primary educ hhh: j 0.05∗∗∗ [ 0.02, 0.08] 0.11∗∗∗ [ 0.02, 0.24] -0.20 [ -1.68, 0.13] HHH migrant: ¯j 0.01 [ -0.03, 0.04] -0.02 [ -0.16, 0.15] 0.00 [ -0.72, 0.59] %{Ng(i),t : ethnicityi = ethnicityj } -0.01∗ [ -0.02, 0.00] 0.15∗∗∗ [ 0.08, 0.23] -0.42∗∗∗ [ -1.58, -0.20] ln cult. land, ha.: |i − ¯j| -0.03∗∗∗ [ -0.05, -0.01] 0.01 [ -0.01, 0.03] 0.00 [ -0.22, 0.17] primary educ hhh: |i − ¯j| -0.03∗∗ [ -0.05, -0.01] -0.00 [ -0.10, 0.08] -0.14 [ -0.81, 0.13] HHH migrant: |i − ¯j| -0.03∗∗∗ [ -0.05, -0.01] 0.01 [ -0.06, 0.09] -0.01 [ -0.46, 0.17] ∆t,2001 Villages LBCg,t 0.01∗∗∗ [ 0.00, 0.02] . . . . %{Ng(i),t : ethnicityi = ethnicityj } × ∆t,0 -0.01∗∗ [ -0.01, -0.00] . . . . (ln cult. land: |i − ¯j|)×∆t,0 Villages LBCg -0.00 [ -0.00, 0.00] . . . . (primary school: |i − ¯j|)×∆t,0 Villages LBCg 0.00 [ -0.00, 0.01] . . . . (migrant: |i − ¯j|)×∆t,0 Villages LBCg -0.00 [ -0.01, 0.00] . . . . Obs 5522 679 679 Notes: Probit marginal effects reported in column (1). Columns (2) and (3) estimated by linear regression. 95% confidence intervals of nonparametric bootstrap (R = 200) reported in brackets. Block bootstrap employed to allow non-independence of observations within villages (across years). Village and year dummies included. Symbols ∗ ,∗∗ ,∗∗∗ denote bootstrap p-values less than .1, .05, and .01 for two-sided test of H0 : β = 0.



affiliation (i)



Table 5: Instrumental variables estimates of social influence



much larger under IV estimation than under OLS and panel data approaches that allow only for time-invariant heterogeneity. Taken together these results suggest that time-varying, correlated unobservables and the dynamics of matching are quantitatively important to the results. Two limitations of this approach should be noted. First, like any instrumental variables estimate, the results are only as plausible as their exclusion restrictions. The exclusion restriction employed here requires that the unobserved component of individuals’ decision to join a group is correlated with peer adoption decisions only through that individual’s propensity to adopt a technology themselves. Individuals should therefore not fully observe the adoption decisions of their peers before joining a group. Second, the approach does not directly test between alternative mechanisms of social influence. Peer pressure, copycat behavior, or other mechanisms besides social learning may be responsible for the observed endogenous effects. Within social learning, there remains a question of whether farmers are better characterized as learning about returns or learning about optimal inputs; each is a special case of the more general problem of learning about a production function. The nature of the matching process and the sign of the bias in OLS results provide only suggestive evidence of the underlying mechanism. Even so, the substantial estimated endogenous effects suggest substantial social multipliers for interventions that encourage targeted members of producer groups to adopt fertilizer. Future work that distinguishes between these alternative mechanisms can inform the design of such policies.
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Appendix A



An evolutionary model of social learning and endogenous group formation



Uniqueness of equilibrium strategies is a condition for the identification of endogenous effects in a model where individuals choose both reference groups and technologies. This appendix uses a stylized model of social learning on an endogenous network to show that an evolutionary process can yield a unique equilibrium. The model is intended to capture key features of Bayesian, target-input learning about technology, while simplifying the calculations required of agents to give plausibility and tractability. It provides conditions under which adoption is an evolutionarily stable state, and shows how the extent of social learning maps onto the likelihood of seeing adopters and non-adopters in the same group. Much of the literature has used the target-input model of Jovanovic and Nyarko (1996) to describe learning about agricultural technologies.16 This model focuses on one aspect of social learning: the need for farmers to learn optimal methods of application in order for a technology to be profitable. Three characteristics of the target-input model are emphasized here, and will be retained in the stylized model considered below. First, and most basically, the more observations of adoption that one has access to, the more profitable is adoption for a given individual: technology adoption is a kind of coordination game. Second, the marginal effect of observing adopters on the profitability of own adoption is lower for those with strong prior beliefs. Third, the marginal returns to observing others are diminishing in the number of others observed—as is also true for learning by doing. A model of this learning process is embedded in an evolutionary game of endogenous group formation and technology adoption. Simplifying assumptions of limited memory and strategic myopia are motivated, respectively, by the observations that, first, adoption is not a persistent state in these data17 , and second, fully sophisticated learning and affiliation strategies would be improbably computationally burdensome (Conley and Udry 2001) and would induce cycling in affiliations.18 Allowing farmers make decisions 16



See, for example, Foster and Rosenzweig (1995); Bandiera and Rasul (2006), and Conley and Udry (2010). Duflo et al. (2006) assert the appropriateness of the target-input model to the application of fertilizer in maize production in Kenya, which they claim— based on the sensitivity of rates of return to input quantities—to be “an environment in which learning how to use fertilizer may be as important as learning about rates of return” (Duflo, Kremer, and Robinson 2006, p. 5, emphasis original). Exceptions, which model processes of learning about returns rather than about optimal input mixes, include Besley and Case (1994) and Munshi (2004). 17 Similarly large numbers of farmers switch into and out of fertilizer use across seasons in the studies of Dercon and Christiaensen (2011) and Suri (2011). 18 To see this, note that for each period that farmers spend with a fixed set of peers, those to whom a given farmer is not linked become more and more attractive as partners, since they accumulate information from distinct sources.
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myopically and with some probability of error, and to learn only from the contemporaneous decisions of their peers, helps to address these limitations while adding analytical tractability. The resulting model suggests, most basically, that both learning parameters and mean group size are important determinants of technology adoption. It also provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and stochastic stability of adoption equilibria.



Appendix A.1



Players, strategies, and payoffs



Consider a discrete-time game, with a set N of players indexed by i = {1, 2, . . . , N }. To capture the joint and strategic choice of both group membership and technology adoption, players—when they have the opportunity to do so—will choose a strategy that consists of an adoption decision ωi , from the set Ω = {0, 1} (where an action of 1 is taken to represent adoption of the fertilizer technology), and a group membership decision, gi , from the set G = {1, 2, . . . , G}. Let sit = (ωit , git ) ∈ S = Ω × G represent player i’s strategy choice at time t. Finally, φ will denote a configuration of adoption and location decisions across all players, with Φ the set of all possible configurations. Players make decisions according to a process of asynchronous updating. In each period, one player is drawn at random and given an opportunity to revise her strategy. As is typical of the evolutionary game theory literature on technology adoption,19 players’ choices are locked in: each will play the same strategy until she receives another revision opportunity. Players also make myopic decisions, in that they choose their actions to maximize immediate payoffs, without regard to the expected future decisions of others or to the strategic consideration that their current decisions may affect the future decisions of others. This myopia rules out strategic delay of the kind emphasized by Bandiera and Rasul (2006).20 This section embeds a simplified version of the target-input model an evolutionary model that allows the endogenous formation of groups, which constitute the relevant neighborhood for social learning. The model is intended to capture key features of Bayesian learning about technological inputs, while simplifying the calculations required of agents to give plausibility and tractability. It provides conditions under which adoption is an evolutionarily stable state, and shows how the extent of social learning maps onto the likelihood of seeing adopters and non-adopters in the same group. I assume a simplified version of the target-input model, in whic payoffs 19 See Blume (1993), Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993), and Young (1993) for seminal studies 20 The strategic myopia should be distinguished from the rule-of-thumb nature of the learning process (using current information only), which will in most environments represent a departure from fully rational Bayesian learning.
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will be determined by the choice of group and by the adoption decisions of all other group members. It is further assumed that learning occurs only on the basis of the current configuration of play. This simplifies the analysis and avoids inducing cyclical group choices, but it is clearly most appropriate when the value of past observations decays quickly. It is assumed that the payoffs from traditional cultivation methods (i.e., from a strategy ωi = 0) do not depend on the adoption decisions of the peer group; in this sense the game described resembles a “stag hunt.” In addition to learning payoffs, it is assumed that there is a congestion cost, c, incurred by individuals that is proportional to group size (see Rosenthal 1973). This is akin to the costliness of maintaining links in onemodel network models (see Jackson 2004 for an overview). The congestion cost captures the possibility that there may be greater social capital in small groups—for example, individuals in small groups may be more willing to give loans to one another due to the relative ease of monitoring and the personal nature of transactions within the group. Let ngi denote the number of individuals in group gi . Then payoffs are given by ! 1 P π(ωi , gi |φ) = ωi 1 − − cngi . (6) ρi0 + ρ j:gj =gi ωj The precision of individual i’s prior beliefs is denoted by ρi0 , while the effect of observing group members on the precision of farmers’ estimate of the target input is given by ρ. Given these payoffs, players choose their (myopic) best response subject to some probability of error. Following Blume (1993) and Young (2005), I will assume the probability of such errors is determined by a log-linear choice rule, wherein the log odds ratio between any two strategies is proportional to the difference in their payoffs. Let us begin by assuming that individuals are homogenous with respect to the precision of their priors or “expertise”, so that ρi0 = ρj0 = ρ0 , for all i, j ∈ N . The log linear decision rule has the form   Pr [ωi , gi |φ] log = β π(ωi , gi |φ) − π(ωi0 , gi0 |φ) , (7) 0 0 Pr [ωi , gi |φ] where



1 − cng(i) . ρ0 + ρ|j 6= i ∈ n1g(i) |



π(ωi , gi |φ) = ωi (1 −



(8)



More generally this gives the probability that individual i chooses strategy si = (ωi , gi ) as exp {βπ(si |φ)} . 0 s0 ∈A×G exp {βπ(si |φ)}



Pr(si |φ) = P



(9)



i



The β coefficient reflects the probability of choosing non-best responses to the current state. When β = 0, all strategy pairs are chosen with equal 33



probability. As β goes to infinity, the decision rule given by equation (9) approaches a strict best-response correspondence, with equal probability on all choices in a non-singleton best-response set.



Appendix A.2



Nash equilibria with homogeneous payoffs



Given this setup, we will be interested in understanding which configurations are likely to emerge. The interesting set of cases occurs when a simultaneous moves stage game with payoffs given by equation (6) has multiple Nash equilibria. The existence of multiple equilibria then requires two constraints on the parameters. First, technology adoption by an isolated individual should not be profitable. This is given by Assumption 1: Assumption 1. ρ0 < 1 Provided this is the case, there always exists a Nash equilibrium of the simultaneous-move (location, adoption) stage game in which there is no technology adoption at any location. Second, there should exist some configuration of locations, {gi }i∈N , such that coordinated adoption by all individuals is profitable in at least one of these locations, and that no individual has an incentive to join a group of non-adopters. A sufficient condition for the existence of an equilibrium in which any individual adopts the technology is that simultaneous adoption by all individuals is profitable when individuals belong to groups of equal sizes. For this to be the case, then it must be true that 1−



1 ρ0 + ρ



N G
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 >0
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ρ>



1 − ρ0 . N G −1



(10)



It will be shown below that this condition is necessary for the existence of an adoption equilibrium with any configuration of farmers’ affiliations as long as the group size that maximizes adopter payoffs is less than N/G. This group size with maximal payoffs to adopters is easily found from the first order condition of individuals payoffs with respect to (uniformly adopting) neighbors, which is a concave function net of the linear congestion cost. Maximization gives n∗g = (ρc)−1/2 −



ρ0 + 1, ρ



(11)



which is decreasing in the congestion cost and in the precision of priors as expected. It is strictly increasing with respect to the returns to observation of others, given by ρ. For simplicity I adopt the auxiliary assumption that the group size that maximizes payoffs conditional on adoption is less than mean group size: 34



Assumption 2. n∗g < N/G The following proposition claims that condition (10) is necessary and sufficient for the existence of an adoption equilibrium when assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Proposition 1. Let n∗g be defined as in equation (11), and let assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then there exists an equilibrium in which some players adopt 1−ρ0 the technology if and only if ρ > (N/G)−1 . Proof. Sufficiency of condition (10) was indicated above. Under this condition there exists an equilibrium in which all individuals are affiliated with groups of equal size, and all choose to adopt. Adoption is profitable in this case because the informational externalities generated by ‘coordination’ on adoption are sufficient to reinforce this equilibrium. The proof of necessity will proceed by contradiction for three candidates for equilibria under the assumption that n∗g < N/G. In particular, it will be shown that an adoption equilibrium cannot involve adopting groups of size less than N/G; that condition (10) is required for existence of an equilibrium with adopting groups of size exactly N/G; and that condition (10) must hold in any equilibrium involving adoption within groups of size greater than N/G. First, consider an equilibrium involving adoption by all members of a group g of size ng less than N/G. There must be at least one other group of size greater than N/G. If group g is of size ng < bN/Gc, then members of any group of size greater than N/G would be made strictly better off by moving to group g. Call this group g 0 . If all members of group g 0 are adopting, then the fact that n∗g < N/G implies that they would prefer to relocate to group g, since payoffs are concave in group size, with a global maximum at n∗g by definition. If instead no member of group g is adopting, then they would again be strictly better off from moving to group g, where a lower congestion cost is incurred.Therefore a configuration in which a group of size less than N/G cannot be an equilibrium. Second, consider a candidate equilibrium in which there is a group, g, of adopters of size N/G. Condition (10) is necessary for this to be an equilibrium: if not, individuals at g would be made better off by disadopting the technology. Third, consider a candidate equilibrium in which a group of adopters g has membership ng > N/G. This equilibrium is asymmetric. There must exist a group g 0 of membership less than N/G (indeed there may be a group of null membership). By the argument above, there cannot be individuals in any group of less than mean size who adopt in equilibrium, or else members of group g would be made better off by moving to group g 0 . Since they do not adopt, individuals affiliated with an alternative group, g 0 , can only be indifferent to membership in group g because of the lower congestion costs 35



incurred there. Moreover, if there are several groups of non-adopters, these groups must all be of the same size (again, ignoring integer problems), or else non-adopters would wish to move to the smaller of these groups so as to reduce congestion costs. Thus in order for group g to adopt in equilibrium, it must be optimal for them to remain in this location, while continuing to adopt, rather than switch to a group g 0 with smaller membership but without adoption. It can be seen that this condition is most easily satisfied when there is exactly one adopting group: additional groups of adopters would have to have the same membership size as g in order for this to be an equilibrium (up to the integer problem), and the addition of other adopting groups only reduces the mean size of all non-adopting groups, thereby increasing the payoff in those groups and providing an additional temptation for adopters to defect to non-adoption groups. A necessary condition for the existence of an ‘asymmetric’ adoption equilibrium, then, is that there exist an equilibrium with exactly one group of adopters, g A , with size ng(1) , and all other individuals in non-adoption groups of equal size. Since payoffs to non-adopters, π 0 , are given in this equilibrium by   N − ng(1) 0 π = −cng(0) = −c (12) G−1 with payoffs π 1 to adopters given by equation (6), then defining   ng(1) G − N 1 1 0 ∆π = π − π = 1 − −c , ρ0 + ρ(ng(1) − 1) G−1



(13)



it must be true that ∆π ≥ 0. The second and third terms in this expression capture the countervailing effects of increasing the size of the adoption group: it increases relative payoffs from adoption through the learning effect, but decreases relative payoffs by reducing congestion in non-adoption groups. Equation (13) is strictly concave in ng(1) . The function ∆π is maximized with respect to ng(1) at a value of ng(1) = (cρ)−1/2 ((G − 1)/G)1/2 − ρ0 + 1. Since this is smaller than n∗g , the group size that maximizes adoption payoffs, and therefore smaller than (N/G) by assumption 2, then ∆π will be greater than or equal to zero for some ng(1) weakly greater than N/G— the asymmetric adoption case—only if ∆π is positive for group size ng(1) = N/G. Substituting this group size into equation (13) it is readily seen that this will be the case if and only if the condition in equation (10) holds. This completes the proof of the necessity and sufficiency of condition (10) for the existence of an adoption equilibrium under assumptions 1 and 2.
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Appendix A.3



Stochastic stability



Proposition 1 provides conditions under which there exist both adoption and non-adoption Nash equilibria in the Nash subgame. These are equilibria in the Nash sense. But given the existence of multiple equilibria, it is natural to ask which of these we should expect to observe empirically. The notion of stochastic stability is employed here: states that appear with positive probability in the ergodic distribution of this process, as the probability that individuals choose non-best responses goes to zero (here, as β → ∞), are defined as stochastically stable states (Young 1998). Two aspects of the stochastic process described by the log linear response rule are of note here. First, the process is irreducible: it is possible to get from any state to any other state in Φ in a finite number of steps, with positive probability. Second, the process is aperiodic. These two properties imply the existence of an ergodic distribution; this long-run distribution for the stochastic process does not depend on the initial state. It is the existence of a state in this long-run distribution, as the probability of errors becomes small “but nonvanishing” (Young 1993), that will characterize stochastic stability. When all agents have the same payoffs, the stochastically stable states can be solved for by use of a potential function (Young 1993, 1998, 2005). This is a function, V : Φ → R, defined so that, starting from an initial state φ, the change in potential resulting from the change in an individual’s strategy is equal to the change in that individual’s payoffs: V (s0i , φ−i ) − V (si , φ−i ) = πi (s0i |φ−i ) − πi (si |φ−i ).



(14)



Early uses of potential functions to analyze strategic interaction include Rosenthal (1973) and Monderer and Shapley (1996). It is straightforward to confirm that the potential for this game, V , can be written as  1  ng   X ng G X X 1  V (φ) = 1− − ci (15) ρ0 + ρ(i − 1) g=1



i=1



i=1



n1g



where = | {i : gi = g, ωi = 1} | is the number of adopters at location g. As discussed by Blume (1993), potential functions are particularly useful for characterizing the ergodic distribution of a game when players make decisions according to the log linear response rule specified above. For finite β, probability in the ergodic distribution of state φ in state space Φ is proportional to exp {βV (φ)}. This probability is given by the Gibbs distribution, exp {βV (φ)} . 0 φ0 ∈Φ exp {βV (φ )}



µβ (φ) = P



(16)



This describes the relative frequency with which states are observed in the long run, with β capturing the likelihood with which best responses are played. 37



As β goes to infinity, the probability of agents choosing a strategy from outside their best-response set can be made arbitrarily close to zero. Following Blume (1993) and Young (2005), the set of stochastically stable states are those that retain positive probability when β tends to infinity. It is evident from equation (16) that the set of stochastically stable states therefore corresponds to the global maxima of the potential function, V . We can answer the question of whether adoption should be expected in equilibrium under this solution concept by showing conditions under which the potential function is maximized by adoption. To do so, it is assumed that V is greater for symmetric adoption states than for asymmetric, partial adoption states, in which one or more large groups of adopters are observed alongside one or more small groups of non-adopters (note states with asymmetric group sizes in which the small group adopts and the large group does not cannot be equilibria of this game). Since total congestion costs are higher in asymmetric states than in symmetric states (see equation 15), it is always possible to choose a value for c sufficiently high such that this assumption will hold. This being the case, the global maximum of the function V must either occur at a symmetric adoption state or a symmetric non-adoption state. A condition under which the potential function, equation (15), will be greater for a symmetric adoption equilibrium rather than a symmetric noadoption equilibrium can be derived as follows. Letting φ0 denote the symmetric no-adoption state and φ1 denote the symmetric adoption equilibrium, and defining n ¯ = N/G as the mean number of individuals per group, then V (φ1 ) ≥ V (φ0 ) if G X n ¯  X 1− g=1 i=1



1 ρ0 + ρ(i − 1)



 ≥0



(17)



Given the symmetry of group sizes, this simplifies to give the necessary condition n ¯ X 1 ≤n ¯. (18) ρ0 + ρ(i − 1) i=1



The left hand side of this expression captures the penalty for uncertainty experienced by individuals in groups of small sizes. For a network of given size, and for parameters ρ0 and ρ, it is straightforward to verify whether condition (18) holds. The model has two basic implications for empirical networks. First, equation (18) implies that for any network size, there exists a ρ sufficiently large such that the only stochastically stable state is a symmetric adoption equilibrium. Second, for finite β, the magnitude of the social learning effect ρ will determine the probability of seeing deviations from this equilibrium.
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The condition for stochastic stability of the symmetric adoption equilibrium given in equation (18) parallels findings of other authors in evolutionary game theory regarding the adoption of technologies under local interaction. A number of papers have built on the influential contributions of Blume (1993), Ellison (1993), Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) and Young (1993), all of whom discuss technology adoption as a two-by-to coordination game with myopic and “trembling” players. Assuming exogenous interaction structures, these early papers show that the stochastically stable states are risk-dominant, in the sense of Harsyani and Selten (1988), even when these states are payoff dominated by other Nash equilibria. As Young (1998) describes, risk-dominant technological choices emerge as stochastically stable because these have a larger basin of attraction. Intuitively, more non-best responses are required to escape from risk-dominant conventions than from risk-dominated Nash equilibria. This is precisely the intuition behind condition (18). For a fixed number of players, N , a decrease in mean group size, n ¯ , increases the fraction of the population who must mistakenly adopt the technology in order for this to become a best-response for group members. When groups are larger in size, a smaller fraction of the population needs to make such mistakes in order for adoption to become a best response.
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Web Appendix B



Panel data identification and results



In this appendix, I provide alternative assumptions under which the panel dimension of the data can be used to identify endogenous effects, and provide estimates based on these assumptions.



Web Appendix B.1



Panel data solutions to the identification problem



Panel data techniques allow the identification of endogenous effects under various assumptions. Endogenous effects are distinguished from contextual effects in two ways. Panel methods, described below, address timeinvariant contextual effects. The approach below also makes use of Brock and Durlauf’s (2001b) observation that discrete choice models, by virtue of their nonlinearity, resolve Manski’s ‘reflection problem’ when exogenous characteristics have sufficiently wide support. Even so, correlated unobserved characteristics can still lead to spurious inference. To see this, suppose that the uigt in equation (1) are comprised of three components: uigt = αgt + ηigt + εigt ,



(19)



where the αgt represents an unobserved effect that is common to all members of group g in time t, ηigt is an individual-specific shock to adoption probabilities that may or may not be correlated among group members, and the εigt are i.i.d. error terms, and will be assumed throughout to be normally distributed with variance equal to one. By construction, if αgt varies across groups or time periods, then it will be positively correlated with ωg(i),t : group-level determinants of adoption cannot be a ‘random effect’. A similar argument applies to individual-level unobservables, which are necessarily correlated with mean peer behavior so long as there are endogenous effects. On the other hand, the ηigt can be positively or negatively correlated among group members; this may, for example, be the result of an assortative matching process. So while stochastic group unobservables necessarily create a tendency to overstate the endogenous effect parameter, θ, the effect of stochastic, individual unobservables is ambiguous a priori and depends on the matching mechanism at work. Probable adopters may be matched with similar or dissimilar individuals. The implication is that the assumptions required for unbiased estimation of endogenous effects using, for example, pooled OLS are quite strong indeed: there can be no group-level unobservables, and individual unobservables will not bias the results only if there is no endogenous effect in the true model and these unobservables are uncorrelated within groups. Here I
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consider how to obtain consistent estimates with panel methods and successively more relaxed assumptions. I allow for individual unobservables and group unobservables, first assuming that these are correlated only with the group mean response, and then allowing them to be correlated with observed individual characteristics as well. The central idea is to use a conditional maximum likelihood estimator proposed by Wooldridge (2005) and inspired by Chamberlain (1980) to obtain estimates of the parameters of equation (1). Intuitively, Wooldridge’s suggestion is to include in a probit specification a vector of control variables, which contain the average values across all time periods of all variables that are allowed to be correlated with the unobserved individual characteristic. Let us call these endogenous variables vigt . Then conditional on P v¯igt = Tt=1 vigt , there will be no partial correlation between the unobservables, uigt , and these endogenous variables vigt . This is true so long as (i) the unobserved components of the error term that are allowed to be correlated with observed characteristics (αgt , ηgt ) are assumed to be time invariant, and (ii) the observed covariates are strictly exogenous.21 The restrictive case allowing only for individual-specific, time-invariant heterogeneity that is uncorrelated with characteristics xigt , yg(i),t can be estimated as follows. Since by assumption these unobservables are correlated only with peer adoption rates, application of Wooldridge’s approach amounts to controlling for the mean adoption rate of individual i’s Pneighbors ¯ ¯ g(i),t . across all rounds of the data. Denote this variable by ωg(i) = 1/T Tt=1 ω Then estimation of the probit response probability   ¯ g(i) Pr[ωigt = 1] = Φ κ ˜ + γ˜0 + xigt β˜x + yg(i),t β˜y + θ˜ω ¯ g(i),t + γ˜1 ω (20) with a random-effects probit specification to account for serial correlation in errors yields unbiased estimates of the parameters βx , βy , θ. The estimated parameters are scaled by (1 + ση2 )−1/2 to account for the fact that the variance of the residual error term is no longer equal to unity. These scaled parameters can be used to estimate average partial effects. Because individuals change their affiliations over the course of the panel, the approach above—which conditions on the average outcome of the groups that individual i has belonged to across all periods—will be biased in the presence of correlated effects in the form of group-level unobserved characteristics. If these group-level unobservables are time-invariant, however, then it is straightforward to extend the empirical model in equation (20) to address this issue. Suppose that the αg are normally distributed, mean 21



The latter condition precludes estimating the effects of lagged peer effects. directionality of social influence means that if current adoption by individual i on lagged adoption by some individual j in group g(i), then future adoption by j be correlated with current adoption by i. This introduces correlation between and ωi,t , in violation of strict exogeneity.
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The bidepends will also ω ¯ g(i),t+1



¯ g(i) , unbiased zero, and time invariant. Then in addition to conditioning on ω estimates of the endogenous effect can be obtained by conditioning on the mean adoption rate across all T periods, for group in which i is currently a member in period t, regardless of whether they were in the same group during the other periods other P than t. Algebraically, this amounts to con1 ˆ structing a variable ω ¯ g(i,t) = T Ts=1 ω ¯ g(i,t),s as this average group adoption rate, where g(i, t) is the group to which individual i belongs in period t, and ω ¯ g(i,t),s is the adoption rate by members of this group (excluding i if applicable) in period s. Assuming that the observed covariates are now strictly exogenous con¯ g(i) and ω ˆ ditional on ω ¯ , the estimated equation becomes the probit  Pr[ωigt = 1] = Φ κ ˜ + γ˜0 + φ˜0 + xigt β˜x + yg(i),t β˜y  ˜ g(i),t + γ˜1 ω ˆ¯ g(i,t) . ¯ g(i) + φ˜1 ω +θω



(21)



This yields estimates of the parameters (βx , βy , θ) of equation (1), scaled by a factor of (1 + ση2 + σα2 )−1/2 , which as above can be used to derive marginal effects. Finally, by conditioning on the time-series means of observed individual characteristics, it is possible to provide unbiased estimates of the endogenous effect and P of the effects of time-varying P observed characteristics. Averages x ¯ig = 1/T Tt=1 xigt and y¯g(i) = 1/T Tt=1 yg(i),t are constructed in an analogous way. The estimating equation then becomes  ˜ g(i),t Pr[ωigt = 1] = Φ κ ˜ + γ˜0 + φ˜0 + xigt β˜x + yg(i),t β˜y + θω  ¯ g(i) + φ˜1 ω ˆ¯ g(i,t) + (˜ +˜ γ1 ω γ2 + φ˜2 )¯ xig . (22) Allowing variables in x to be correlated with unobserved, time-invariant effects under this method has the typical fixed-effects implication that only time-varying characteristics in x can be identified. However, it is still possible to identify the effect of relational characteristics, including differences in time-invariant characteristics between the individual and the group, since changes in group composition provide a source of variation in the relative traits. While the estimators presented in equations (20), (21), and (22) use the panel data component to go some distance to addressing the confounding effect of unobservables in an empirical model of social influence, this approach remains restrictive and is ultimately unsatisfying for three reasons. First, it is not possible with this approach to identify effects in the presence of time-invariant characteristics when lagged dependent variables affect adoption decisions. In a model of social interaction this would cause a failure of the strict exogeneity assumption central not only to Wooldridge’s 42



(2005) discrete-choice approach, but to many unobserved effects panel data models. Second, there is a pragmatic limitation in that allowing for unobserved effects at both group and individual level, when group membership is not constant over time, eliminates much of the variation that is used to identify endogenous effects. If this decreases the signal-to-noise ratio in the remaining variation in the measure of endogenous effects, then attenuation bias may result. Third, the assumption that unobserved characteristics are time invariant is essential to identifying social interactions with the panel data methods. This is unlikely to be satisfied in practice. Any time-varying supply-side constraint—such as a shock to the availability of fertilizer in a given purchasing group—could be confused with social interactions. Equally pernicious, the adoption decisions of group members not sampled in the data are an unobserved form of measurement error that is correlated both with the measured peer adoption rate and with the individual’s decision to adopt, under the hypothesis that there is any degree of social influence. Even time-varying, unobserved individual characteristics can threaten identification, since the realization of individual i’s decision is mirrored in the decisions of the peer group that she influences. The unsatisfying, restrictive assumptions required to rule these out suggest that alternative methods are required. The instrumental variables approach used in this paper, which is based on endogenous affiliation decisions, represents one such strategy.
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Estimates of social influence using panel techniques



The panel nature of the data available can be exploited to obtain estimates of θ under the restrictive assumptions about the distribution of the unobserved error components, αgt and ηigt discussed in Section B.1. Table B.1 presents four estimates of the adoption equation (1); these are unbiased under increasingly relaxed assumptions about the distribution of the error terms. Comparison of the estimates with the preferred estimation method of Section 4.2 gives an indication of the extent of biases in estimates of social influence based on cross-section correlations that assume that all time-varying correlated effects are observed. Column (1) of Table B.1 reports ‘naive’ estimates of the adoption equation (1) assuming that the composite error terms are independently and identically distributed across individuals in producer groups. Estimates are based on waves 2 and 3 of the GCFS data, for which prices of fertilizer are known, and marginal effects are reported in the table. In accordance with the relatively flat slope of the curve in Figure 2, the estimated social multiplier from peer adoption rates to own adoption decisions is small but statistically significant: a typical individual moved from a group in which 43



no peers adopted fertilizer to an otherwise similar group in which all peers adopted would be 27% more likely to adopt fertilizer themselves. Three other characteristics of adopters and their social context stand out in this specification (and in the random-effect specfications that follow). Perhaps unsurprisingly, large-scale farmers are more likely to apply fertilizer. Migrant farmers appear significantly less likely to adopt fertilizer. Both of these may proxy for a number of other unobserved characteristics, including social or economic collateral, access to informal insurance, or credit. Moreover, while primary education does not itself affect adoption rates, individuals who have distinct levels of education in their groups (either lower or higher than average) are decidedly less likely to adopt fertilizer. Columns (2), (3), and (4) of Table B.1 allow for time-invariant characteristics of individuals that are not correlated with exogenous characteristics of individual or group (equation 20); for time-invariant group random effects (equation 21); and for time-invariant individual effects that are potentially correlated with individuals’ own characteristics (equation 22). The introduction of these controls attenuates the estimated endogenous effect and increases estimated standard errors. While the attenuated coefficient may be attributable to positively correlated unobservables within groups, it is also highly likely that measurement error, by decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio in the residual variation in this variable, results in some degree of attenuation bias. This highlights a fundamental limitation of the panel approach to identifying social interactions in the presence of correlated unobservables here: softening assumptions on the distribution of unobservables requires ever more strenuous tests of the variation in a finite sample of data. Table B.1 also report p-values from tests of the fixed effects hypotheses embodied in the data. These are essentially tests for the exclusion of the ¯ ω ˜ time-series averages w, ¯ , and x ¯ that are used to condition out the timeinvariant unobservables. In the specification of column (2), the hypothesis that there are time-invariant individual unobservables is strongly rejected. Column (3) rejects the hypothesis that there are no group-level unobservables, but fails to reject the hypothesis of no individual-level random effects. Given the collinearity between the variables proxying for these two effects, however, this may not be a very powerful test. Column (4) provides evidence of both group-level random effects and individual level fixed effects that are correlated with the characteristics xigt of the individual. This last result should be interpreted with caution because the vector x ¯ig of mean individual characteristics includes observed characteristics that do not vary over time (such as migration status) and cannot be distinguished from timeinvariant unobservables. The results presented above are particularly unsatisfying in that they will be biased in the presence of time-varying correlated effects. The most obvious candidate for such unobservables is the rationing of inputs supply 44



Table B.1: Peer effects in the presence of time-invariant individual and group heterogeneity % adopters in g(i, t)



nofx (1) .274∗∗∗ (.104)



(.091)



(.114)



ln cult. land, ha.



.073∗∗∗



.081∗∗∗



.088∗∗∗



-.101



(.025)



(.030)



(.031)



(.070)



hhh male age hhh primary educ hhh HHH migrant ln Ng(i),t



ln cult. land, ha.: ¯j primary educ hhh: ¯j HHH migrant: ¯j %Lti own ethnicity ln cult. land, ha.: |i − ¯j| primary educ hhh: |i − ¯j| HHH migrant: |i − ¯j| Obs. ¯ H0: ω ˜ H0: ω ¯ H0: x ¯



gfx (3) .056



xfx (4) .066 (.115)



.081



.081



.088



(.052)



(.066)



(.069)



.002



.002



.002



(.002)



(.002)



(.002)



.046



.029



.037



(.046)



(.062)



(.066)



-.110∗



-.148∗∗∗



-.149∗∗∗



(.063)



(.051)



(.053)



.051 (.037)



LBCg ln median price fertilizer



ifx (2) .154∗



∗∗



.083



(.039)



.059



.054



(.042)



(.042)



-.005



-.016



-.044



-.056



(.131)



(.166)



(.179)



(.180)



.030



-.004



.012



-.003



(.053)



(.051)



(.054)



(.055)



-.027



-.088



-.045



-.030



(.073)



(.109)



(.120)



(.120)



.073



.067



.090



.083



(.076)



(.080)



(.084)



(.088)



-.015



-.060



-.047



-.042



(.043)



(.059)



(.062)



(.063)



.005



.0007



.026



.023



(.033)



(.042)



(.045)



(.045)



-.165∗∗∗



-.215∗∗



-.219∗∗



-.157



(.059)



(.101)



(.110)



(.108)



-.015



.013



-.010



-.002



(.061)



(.075)



(.079)



(.080)



818



818 .0005



768 .187 .079



768 .221 .083 .014



Notes: Marginal effects reported. Standard errors in parentheses. Controls for region ¯ ω ˜ and year included in all specifications. H0 : w, ¯ , and x ¯ report p-values of Wald test of hypotheses that controls for mean peer adoption rate of the individual, mean adoption rate of the peers, and mean of individual characteristics xig are equal to zero, respectively.
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by LBCs in villages where they serve as distributors. But it is also possible that processes of selection into groups can create correlations in adoption propensities amongst group members from year to year. This shortcoming motivates the instrumental variables procedure used in the paper.
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